47. Changes in functional connectivity following yoga and memory training interventions for cognition in older adults with subjective memory complaints: a pilot study
H Yang, HA Eyre, A Leaver, N St. Cyr, K Nan, DS Khalta, and H Lavretsky

48. Biomedical Informatics Program
DS Bell

Social Research, Policy, and Practice
promotion of the social well-being of older adults through the scientific study of the social, political, and economic contexts of aging

49. Organizational challenges to implementing hospital-based palliative care
K Bixson

50. Differences in Nursing Home Quality between Medicare Advantage and Traditional Medicare Patients
E Chang, T Ruder, C Setodji, D Saliba, M Hanson, DS Zingmond, NS Wanger, and DA Ganz

51. Preferences for Advance Care Planning and Communication Among Chinese Elders in Southern California
JJ Cho and S Enquistos

52. Disaster Planning for Home Health Patients and Providers: Literature Review and Evidence-Based Recommendations for Best Practices
M Claver, T Wyte-Lake, and A Dobalian

53. Evidence-Based Recommendations for Preparing Homebound Veterans for Disaster
M Claver, T Wyte-Lake, and A Dobalian

54. Aging Research, California Center for Population Research

55. Cost-Sharing, Physician Utilization, and Adverse Selection Among Medicare Beneficiaries With Chronic Health Conditions
G Hoffman

56. Elder Abuse and Legislation: Public Awareness
E Ionescu and W Lozano

57. Patient-centered goals for dementia care
LA Jennings, A Palimaru, X Cagigas, K Ramirez, T Zhao, R Hays, N Wanger, and DB Reuben

58. Caregiver burden, perceived competence, and knowledge following an intensive dementia caregiving training course
K Loe, M Polshiyal, T Zhao, K Ramirez, LA Jennings, and ZS Tan

59. Exploring Ethnic Differences in Advance Directive completion and Care Preferences
J Portanova

60. UCLA Older Americans Independence Center (OAIC)
DB Reuben
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The 2015 Research Conference on Aging will demonstrate UCLA's diverse research efforts to enhance and extend public policy and substantial health for older adults. Research topics ranging from basic biology to public policy will be presented.

This conference is funded by the UCLA Multicampus Program in Geriatric Medicine and Gerontology (MPGMG). Visit http://geron.ucla.edu for more information.

Thank you to Dean V. Ambrose whose support of this conference foster new and innovative research partnerships in aging.

Biological Sciences
fundamental biological processes of aging
1. Disruptions in temporal linking contextual memories in the aging brain DJ Cole
2. Effect of Butyrylcholinesterase (BChE) genotype on the response to donepezil treatment in mild cognitive impairment L Chen, X Li, KD Taylor, J Roter, RA Rismann, PS Aslan, LG Apostolova, and S Sokolow
3. Grot1 promotes senescence of hippocampal neuronal progenitors contributing to brain ageing S Zonis, J Breunig, R Levy, K Wawrowsky and V Chesnokova
4. Young hematopoietic cells delay age-related cognitive decline M Das, S Chen, C Liu, H Goodridge, and C Svensden
5. UCLA Neuroscience Genomics Core J Derhooge
6. UCLA Clinical Microarray Core (CMC) L Dong
7. Hematopoietic rejuvenation as a therapeutic approach in age-associated inflammation and metabolic dysfunction N Erhardt, X Shen, S Chen, H Goodridge, M Adadi, and M Paller
8. Omega-3 and vitamin D3 in vitro and Smallfish drink in vivo improve inflammation and improve phagocytosis of amyloid-beta in patients with Alzheimer disease S Hametnin, B Sagong, DE Bredesen, and M Fata
9. Identification of key regions and residues controlling Aβ folding and assembly XK Ho, EY Hayden, and DB Tawiprob
11. BBP as a Novel Molecular Target of Resveratrol and Its Metabolites: A Providing link between SIRT1 and Resveratrol M Paz, H Huang, H Sh, C Chen, and J Huang

Behavioral and Social Sciences
full range of behavioral and social issues in aging
14. Low Age-Expectations in Latinos and African Americans predict low walking levels D Anzai
15. A Systematic Review of Type 2 Diabetes Self-Care Practices In Ethiopian Immigrants S Balcha
17. Older Adult Volunteer Value in the Workplace: Voices of Experience with the Long Beach Fire Ambassador Program D Grigo
18. The Impact of Age and Age Discordance on Sexual Risk Taking in Men Who Have Sex with Men H Kang
19. A Review of Social Engagement and Cognitive Health A Guzman, LR Philips, J Mentes, S Evers-Manly, and E Uma
20. Socioeconomic Status and Metabolic Syndrome among Older Chinese Adults: The China Health and Retirement Longitudinal Study H Li, X Zhao, J Strauss, JK Te, GY Wang, Y Xin, and E Crimmins
22. A Biosynergistic Framework for Understanding Chronic Pain in Older Adults D Moon
23. Using Mobile Technology to promote self-management practices among aging African Americans with Heart Failure: A systematic li B Oluoha, LR Philips, and JF Mentes
24. Effect of Stress on Emotions During Travel Y Pham, RH McClellan, and JF Mentes

Health Sciences
multidisciplinary or interdisciplinary clinical health, health services, epidemiologic, and translational research.
26. Team-based approach to Geriatric Oncological Care Complicated (TGC) Training in Dementia Screening and Management H Scholdan, RM Price, J Derhooge-Rogrod, M Cadigan, D Gang, J Derhooge, V Yemin, T O'Dell, and D Osterweil.
27. Chodosh, S Shimomura, BM Barba, and ZS Tan
28. Sleep Loss and Biological Aging in Older Adults JE Carneo
29. Analysis of Reasons for Readmissions to an Inpatient Geriatrics Service IG Chen, M Sama, K Ramirez, M Amourat, SL Rosen, and DB Reuben
31. Cognitive Functioning in Older Adults with Comorbid Insomnia and Sleep Apnea JM Derzirzewski, CH Fung, C Trang, J Derhooge, Y Song, S Jouldjian, K Josephson, AD Kulick, MR Ioviño, S Smart, E Alessi, and JL Martin
33. Medical, Mental Health, And Demographic Factors Associated With a Strong Belief in Sleeping Pills to Improve Sleep and Daytime Function CH Fung, JL Martin, S Jouldjian, JM Derzirzewski, JC Rodriguez, MM Knell, D Sung, K Josephson, and CA Alessi
34. Memory for Medication Interactions in Younger and Older Adults: The Effect of Severity MB Harper
35. Characterizing Differences in Information Utilization in the Geriatric Population by Gender: A Study of UCLA Patients from 2007-2012 W Hsu, J Goldin, and GU Kim
36. C-Reactive Protein, Bone Strength, and Nine Year Fracture Risk: Data From the Study of Women’s Health Across the Nation (SWAN) S Wh, JCA Belytschko, CK Hsiao, N McCabe, CA Carroll, MA Danielson, Y Ouchi, and AS Karlamangla
37. Predictors of Regret After Colporhectomy for Pelvic Organ Prolapse: A Systematic Review O Ishihara, J Janmargewalla, KS Eiler, S Jagnannath, H Hamaki, JL Martin, and D Reuben
38. 6-month outcomes among older depressed minority adults of a community-partnered cluster-randomized comparative effectiveness trial of community engagement versus technical assistance to implement depression collaborative care A Inouigawa, E Pulido, and K Wells
39. Quality of Care Provided by Nurse Practitioner Dementia Care Managers LA Jennings, ZS Tan, N Wanger, W Han, M McClellan, T Zhao, K Serrano, L Evertson, M Panlilio, K Reeves, M Kim, J Morano, C Roth, and DB Reuben
40. Use of Physician Orders for Life Sustaining Treatment among California Nursing Home Residents LA Jennings, D Zingmond, R Louie, J Thomas, K O’Malley, and N Wanger
41. Dementia Care Co-management Improves One-Year Patient and Caregiver Health Outcomes LA Jennings, N Wanger, ZS Tan, L Evertson, K Serrano, and DB Reuben
42. Difference in Aging and Gender of Pulmonary Function and Air trapping on High Resolution Computed Tomography Images in Patients JG O’Malley, D Mcclellan, and E Kleuer
43. Improving Clinical Leadership Skills in an Academic Medical Center B Koretz, AM Moore, and K Serrano
44. The Impact of Mandatory Medicaid Managed Care on Health Care Utilization By Seniors and Persons with Disabilities L Ray, D Zingmond, S Vangala, L Chu, M Tu, J Stylies, B Pollack, D Mally, and D Salda
46. Change in Cardiometabolic Score and Incidence of Cardiovascular Disease. The Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis SSM Merkin